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Typical bioenergy project 
ratings are in the junk region

Most Bioenergy Projects Carry BB Rating or less ~ Junk



How do you predict this?



Why is this Important?

Debt Service Risk



Would you trust this?

So… how do we solve for uncertainty in the supply chain?



Complexity x Uncertainty = “Best Guess”



Biomass Supply Chain Risk:  Complexity
Multiple components with indeterminate risk of occurrence and impact



In the real world, questions about  feedstock  risk are simple

 What is the likelihood that feedstock price will exceed $x per bone dry ton over 
the next 10 years? 

 How big is too big? What is the ideal plant size?
 What are the real risks to the feedstock supply?
 What is the vulnerability of the supply chain to a disruption risk?
 Which particular variable has the largest impact upon feedstock cost? 
 What is the impact of various mitigation strategies on multiple disruption risks?
 What is the ideal supplier mix to minimize risk and cost?

The fact is that 10 experts can give 10 different opinions. 

So…. What makes for reliable predictions in biomass feedstock? 

And … When do you know you can trust the information? 







Impact Analysis : 

Current and Additional Consumption on Supply





Monte Carlo Simulation of Feedstock Cost-- 10,000 Iterations



20 Yr Supply Chain Risk in US (risk pathways with typical stumpage variance) 

High cost variance. 
Hard to predict not-to-exceed cost of feedstock over time. 



20 yr Supply Chain Risk in Canada (risk pathways with low stumpage variance) 

Low cost variance. 
Easy to predict not-to-exceed cost of feedstock over time. 



Elimination of “Risk Premium” can Reduce Debt Costs by 100 – 400 Basis Points. 

WHEN LENDER’S CAN PROPERLY UNDERSTAND FEEDSTOCK RISK THEY CAN PROPERLY PRICE IT. 
ELIMINTFINANCING COSTS 100-400 BPTS.

Maximum Allowable 
Project Fiber Cost



Ecostrat Biomass Supply Chain Predictive Analytics
Combined “Model-Layering” approach gives industry-leading predictive accuracy

Chance-Constrained 
Optimization 
Feedstock constraints: 10 year not-
to-exceed cost, feedstock quality, 
shortage.

Optimal  management decisions 
regarding feedstock

10,000 iterations per variable

Scenario measurement of supply 
decisions against  projects 

constraints 

Decision validation

AHP-QFD
Identificaton of  suppliers, feedstock 
avialability, capacity, quality criteria, price.

Supplier Performence Score

Monte Carlo Validation



The Impact of More Accurate Modeling of Supply Chain Risk

1. Increase the credit rating of bioenergy projects 

2. Enable better pricing of risk by commercial lenders and debt providers

3. Decrease financial drag on bioenergy/ lower debt and capital cost

The Bottom Line:
Accelerate the rate of bioenergy project development in Canada



People will not pay for value they do not 

perceive– no matter how real it may be. 
Michael E Porter
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The 3 Components of Woody Biomass Supply Chain Cost/Risk

Main Risk Factors Causing Price Uncertainty Pertain to Stumpage


